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INTRODUCTION
Alfastreet Marine

TIMELESS MULTI FUNCTIONAL VESSELS
The owner, architect and boat enthusiast behind the brand, Iztok Pockaj, pays much attention to every single detail. His innovative
approach to the boat design ensures an optimal combination between functionality, timeless design and high usability, all this to create the
best experience on any body of water. At Alfastreet Marine we develop unique technical solutions, to improve the performance, stability
and safety without taking compromises.

ALFASTREET MARINE
prides itself upon boutique boat production of recognizable design, which is a mixture of traditional and modern elements with perfected
innovative and useful solutions. Our wish is that our buyers would be able to enjoy using our boats carefree for a long period of time.
Therefore we always listen their wishes and needs and enable them to really get a boat of their dreams.
Last but not least, our relationship does not end when the boat is sold, as our technical support is always available to them.

Electric RANGE

QUIET and EASY cruising with
MAXIMUM COMFORT
21 Open model is designed for nautical enthusiasts who enjoy quiet and easy cruising. It features great stability and comfort for 8 adults. Unique
cockpit design with central or later helm console makes this model perfect for lakes, where electricity is a must for quiet rides on the seaside.

Motor RANGE

OPEN DAY CRUISER

for leisure excursions and picnics
The boat provides great stability on the water even for fast ride enthusiasts. The comforts is uncompromised even with the higher speed and
with outboard gasoline engine it makes it perfect day cruiser for longer distance and faster turns.

EASY
ACCESS

CONTEMPORARY
CONSOLE DESIGN

Easy and safe access is provided by one side

The design of the console was well studied to

rear entrance that is protected with the design

implement all the necessary instruments and

doors to ensure additional safety on board.

maintaining the timeless appearance without

Alfastreet Marine design is authentic and de-

losing

tails are visible everywhere.

be mounted centrally or laterally, allowing to

the comfort. The helm console can

walk around inside the cockpit.

SMALL
GALLEY

ERGONOMIC
SEATING

The cockpit offers enough space to have in-

The spacious back of the cockpit resembles

side also a small, but well-organized galley

a real living room because of it’s quality sea-

corner with a 30l stainless steel pull out fridge,

ts that provide maximum comfort.

cooker and sink. Even its size offers everything

For optimal experience, these seats can be

to make a coffee or an easy meal.

adjusted with a specially designed mechanism, thus offering a wider seating area. The
boat has multiple inbuilt shelves and other
storage areas in the cockpit.

TECHNICAL
specification
ELECTRIC RANGE

MOTOR RANGE

length: 6,3 m / 20’ 6’’

length: 6,3 m / 20’ 6’’

length over all: 6,6 m / 21’ 6’’

length over all: 6,6 m / 21’ 6’’

beam: 2,3 m / 7’ 6’’

beam: 2,3 m / 7’ 6’’

Empty weight: 1600 kg / 3527 lbs

empty weight: 1600 kg / 3527 lbs

draft: 0,4m / 1’ 3’’

draft: 0,4m / 1’ 3’’

max persons: 8 adults

max persons: 8 adults

CE certificate: C

CE certificate: C

engine: up to 85kW

engine: up to 85kW

TRAILER TRANSPORT

ERGONOMICS

STABILITY

PROTECTION

CUSTOMIZATION

Electric RANGE
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Stylish CUDDY CABIN
with its all-inclusive package
This electric Cuddy Cabin has everything you need to spend a great day on the water with your family or friends. Its comfortable and luxurious lounge area
can accommodate up to eight people and there is plenty of space left to move around. The cabin is still spacious enough to be equipped with a practical
galley kitchen and a toilet. The bathing platform is now even more accessible with two side entrances and it also boasts a unique extendable sunbed on the
stern.

Motor RANGE

C

Designed to ENJOY,
made to LAST
Everything on this model revolves around smart design with harmonious proportions that reflect in the
long-term user-friendly operation. The 23 Cabin Evolution is a unique model in its class, offering timeless
elegance with creative solutions. The exterior design is clean and creates absolute symbiosis among the
cockpit elements.
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EVERYDAY
LUXURY

FRONT
PASSAGE

Carefree and pleasurable way of life is cha-

The custom-made windshield is a masterpie-

racterised with the hydraulic Hardtop roof fe-

ce in design and functionality, offering plenty

ature. Remote controlled, with large back sli-

of space for easy and comfortable passage

ding door, this roof will simplify your life. The

between the bow and the cockpit.

entrance to and from the cockpit.

With additional stainless steel handling, safety
is guaranteed.

EXTENDABLE
SUNBED

CABIN
GALLEY

The 23 model offers an extra sunbed area that

This cuddy cabin features a galley inside the

can be extended up to 170 cm and provides

cabin – enough to make a coffee or a quick

additional storage underneath. The headboard

lunch. There is space for basic kitchen ame-

can be lifted up to offer maximum comfort.

nities and the cockpit table provides enough

The custom-made stainless steel handrail

comfort for six people.

guarantees additionally safety.

TECHNICAL
specification

C A B I N J E V O

ELECTRIC RANGE

MOTOR RANGE

length: 6,9 m / 22’ 8’’

length: 6,9 m / 22’ 8’’

length over all: 7,8 m / 25’ 7’’

length over all: 7,8 m / 25’ 7’’

beam: 2,4m / 7’ 10’’

beam: 2,4 m / 7’ 10’’

empty weight: 2100kg / 4630 lbs

empty weight: 2100 kg / 4630 lbs

draft: 0,5 m / 1’ 8’’

draft: 0,5 m / 1’ 8’’

max persons: 8 adults

max persons: 8 adults

CE certificate: C

CE certificate: C

engine: up to 30 kW

engine: up to 220 kW

TRAILER TRANSPORT

ERGONOMICS

STABILITY

PROTECTION

CUSTOMIZATION

Electric RANGE
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We harbour
a genuine passion for
QUALITY and ELEGANCE
The 28 Open is a our new approach to the classic bow rider section, because the focus is on mobility and ease of use.
This 28 bow cruiser allows easy access from the cockpit to the extensive bow area which can comfortably take up to 4 persons.
The deck handrail guarantees additional safety also when small kids are on board.

Open without COMPROMISE

Motor RANGE

With her functional fittings, she is offering a superb combination of comfort and performance for both crew and passengers. Stylish design is combined with
functionality to ensure pleasant cruising and great stability in all weather conditions. Whatever engine you choose, the 28 Open Sport model is a safe day
cruiser that exudes quality and enjoyment even when reaching higher speeds.
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LED AMBIENT
ILLUMINATION

EASY
ACCESS

This model is different because it features a

Easy and safe access is provided by the two

special Led technology ambient illumination

side rear entrances that are protected with the

to enjoy on the boat also at night while

doors to ensure additional safety on board.

enjoying a moment with your family or friends.

The remote operated hydraulic hard top

Illuminated front console, seats, and entrance

features an additional spacious sliding door to

provide an indirect lightning for a romantic and

simplify the entrance to and from the cockpit.

relaxed atmosphere.

COMFORTABLE
SUNBED

THE
BOW

The stern sunbed area with adjustable

The 28 Open is a new approach to the

headboard and its 160 cm length offer enough

classic bow rider section, because the focus

comfort for 2 persons. The custom-made

is on mobility and ease of use.

stainless steel handrail guarantees additionally

This 28 bow cruiser allows easy access

safety. Under the sunbed area, additional

from the cockpit to the extensive bow area

storage is provided for fenders, ropes, or other

which can comfortably take up to 4 persons.

goods.

The deck handrail guarantees additional
safety also when small kids are on board.

TECHNICAL
specification
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ELECTRIC RANGE

MOTOR RANGE

length: 8,6 m/28’ 3’’

length: 8,6 m/28’ 3’’

length over all: 9,8 m / 32’ 2’’

length over all: 9,8 m / 32’ 2’’

beam: 2,9 m / 9’ 6’’

beam: 2,9 m / 9’ 6’’

empty weight: 4300 kg /9480 lbs

empty weight: 4300 kg /9480 lbs

draft: 0.8 m / 2’ 7’’

draft: 0.8 m / 2’ 7’’

max persons: 12 adults

max persons: 12 adults

CE certificate: C

boat design category: B

engine: up to 50 kW

engine: up to 450 kW

LUXURY

ERGONOMICS

STABILITY

PROTECTION

CUSTOMIZATION

Electric RANGE
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When DESIGN
meets the PERFORMANCE
The electric version of the 28ft Cabin model is designed for the luxurious leisure experience on board and with her unique displacement hull
design offers optimized performance, as well a low consumption electricity. The ergonomics cockpit offers comfortable seating for 12 persons
and the seating is adjustable to guarantee a maximum relax. The perfect combination of versatility, comfort, and smart design will suit the
most demanding boaters.
.

Motor RANGE

C

A multi-purpose CRUISER
for a PERFECT vacation
This model offers unique and multi-functional ergonomic cockpit and bow layout solutions to ensure the maximum comfort on the water with a
distinctive timeless style. Design and engineering phases were merged together to optimize the living spaces and integrate the aesthetic shapes
with hydrodynamic and structural requirements. Whatever engine you choose, the 28 Cabin Sport is a safe and comfortable cruiser that exudes
quality and enjoyment even when reaching higher speeds.
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CABIN
COMFORTNESS

ATTRACTIVE
CONSOLE DESIGN

This model offers the most spacious cabin

Certainly, the 28’s front console is something

with a comfortable king size bed, separated

that cannot be missed with all the tailored de-

small bathroom and a practical wardrobe. The

tails to feel like in the convertible car.

access from the cockpit is easy and safe to

Well studied position of all the instruments on

ensure the maximum comfort and movement

the wooden inserts, upholstered sides in the

inside the cabin. The elegant, dimmed side

premium marine upholstery and indirect il-

windows offer great wide views and provide

lumination is something that makes the 28ft

daylight illumination. The attention to details

model recognizable, timeless and appealing

is obvious everywhere and one will feel like

vessel.

home and enjoy the overnight.

SUPREME
COMFORT

INTERIOR
LIGHT PACKAGE

The 28ft model guarantees supreme comfort

The Interior Light console package genera-

with two cosy sun lounge areas for a picnic or

tes more illumination and enhanced visibility

cruise with your family and friends. Adjustable

in the cockpit. This package is including also

seating provides additional comfort to ensure

indirect logotype lighting of the footwells to

pleasant cruising or relax in the bay.

create a pleasant lighting effect with an unique appearance.

TECHNICAL
specification
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ELECTRIC RANGE

MOTOR RANGE

length: 8,6 m / 28’ 3’’

length: 8,6 m / 28’ 3’’

length over all: 9,8 m / 32’ 2’’

length over all: 9,8 m / 32’ 2’’

beam: 2,9 m / 9’ 6’’

beam: 2,9 m / 9’ 6’’

empty weight: 4300 kg / 9480 lbs

empty weight: 4300 kg / 9480 lbs

draft: 0,8 m / 2’ 7’’

draft: 0,8 m / 2’ 7’’

max persons: 12 adults

max persons: 12 adults

CE certificate: C

CE certificate: B

engine: up to 50 kW

engine: up to 450 kW

LUXURY

ERGONOMICS

STABILITY

PROTECTION

CUSTOMIZATION

DISTRIBUTION
Alfastreet Marine has a network of professional dealerships ready to
help you. To contact your dealer, plesae visit our website where you
will find their contact details. If no dealer is located in your country,
please contact us directly for worldwide delivery. We will be pleased
to assist you anytime.

Pockaj d.o.o. | Partizanska cesta 129 A, 6210 Sezana, Slovenia
T: +386 5 707 21 00 | E: info@alfastreet-marine.com | W: www.alfastreet-marine.com

